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"An Arduous Service":
The Pennsylvania Backcountry Soldiers' Revolution

GregoryT. Knouff
Rutgers University, NewBrunswick

On September 30, 1839, Peter Keister made the following deposition about
his service in the American Revolution as a ranger on the Pennsylvania frontier:

The Indians would take advantage of any temporary absence of the rangers
and burn property, kill and make prisoners, and drive off cattle. They [the rang-
ers] were kept continually on the alert, marching to and fro, to protect the county
from the enemy who was only know by his sudden burning and murders and
escape to the depths of the forest.... They were all well-armed as riflemen during
their service and drew their arms at Sunbury. Such was the nature of their service
that he [Keister] cannot state any prominent fact which entered into the history
of the country. It was an arduous service marked by individual murders and
burnings.... I recollect Michael Lamb, John Ebby, John Clinesmith[?], and
Jacob Beekle were killed by the Indians. John Stomilch[?] and his wife were toma-
hawked and scalped and the old man had seven stab [wounds]. He [Keister]
helped to bury them.'

This article seeks to recover the voices of common soldiers like Peter Keister in order
to cast new light upon the meaning of the American Revolution. Specifically, it focuses on
militiamen, rangers, and Continental soldiers from the Pennsylvania backcountry. Their
experiences reveal an aspect of the conflict that is unique to the frontier and absent from
the historiography of the Revolution. Although motivations for service varied, one crucial
pattern emerges as salient: backcountry soldiers pursued the frontier war with far more
ardor than they did the war against the main British Armies in the East. This clear priority
accorded the war in the West derived from local conditions, racial animosity to Indians,
and commitment to their communities. The result was brutal, racially-charged combat
close to home and relative indifference toward the main theaters of operation. The Penn-
sylvania hinterland soldiers' Revolution was violent and distinct. We can begin to grasp
the essence of that war by understanding its meaning to the ordinary people who carried
it out.2

Recent scholarship about the social aspects of Revolutionary War military service
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has significantly enriched our knowledge of the conflict and its participants. In particular,
historians have explicated economic, social, and political motivations of soldiers and Con-
tinental Army officers. No one, however, has analyzed the perceptions of the rank and file
from the frontier regions. A focus on common backcountry soldiery contrasts with studies
that concentrate primarily on officers. It also provides an opportunity to compare the
Revolution in the West to that in the East. Finally, the experiences of these soldiers offers
a new perspective on the meaning of violence in early America.3

This essay compares the two distinct wars within the Pennsylvania backcountry
soldiers' Revolution. The first part examines the motivations and experiences of these men
in the East. It addresses their reasons for serving as well as for not serving. An analysis of
their eastern experiences reveals how they perceived military service, combat, and their
professional soldier enemies. The second part explores the soldiers' Revolution on the
frontier. It contrasts their motives and experiences in the West with those in the East.
Specifically, it takes up why the backcountry soldiers fought on the frontier, how they
prosecuted the war, and their perceptions of their Indian and Tory opponents.

MOTIVATIONS FOR SERVICE IN THE EAST
The backcountry soldiers' reasons for service in the East suggest that the local con-

cerns of frontier life were more influential than a desire to fight the British army. Those
who volunteered for long terms were often servants whose motives derived more from
their marginal social status than from an overwhelming desire to serve in the regular army.
Some soldiers served only when drafted. Still others were brought into service by dubious
measures. Also, the many frontiersmen who served in the East as substitutes often did so
to protect their families and preserve the competence of their families' farms.4

Like many who joined the Continental Army from other regions, some frontier
inhabitants enlisted in order to improve their lives. Men of lower economic status from
the Pennsylvania hinterland were among the most likely to be willing to travel east to
fight. A number of the backcountry soldiers who served extended tours with the main
army came from the ranks of servants and apprentices who had little stake in the frontier
social order. Since they did not own land and probably would not in the near future,
enlistment offered a measure of economic gain and relative autonomy. Samuel Solomon
Dotter of Berks County, Pennsylvania was typical. A supporter of his pension deposition
recalled that, "Dotter left his master and enlisted into the service of his country in the
Continental Army.... After his return, he and his master not agreeing, said Dotter went
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Map of Pennsylvania showing 1776 county boundaries in bold over the present counties. From John B. B.
Trussell Jr., The Pennsylvania Line: -Reimental Organization and Oberations. 1776-1783 (Harrisburg, 1977).

and enlisted again." Apparently the young apprentice found long-term military service
more agreeable than being bound out to a domineering master. With nothing much to
look forward to in the immediate future, the army offered a degree of economic indepen-
dence to such unhappy servants. 5

Continental recruiting officers appeared to have been well aware of this potential
human resource in disenchanted apprentices and servants. Certain masters soon came to
resent the appropriation of their bound workers. In May 1777, recruiter John McDowell
wrote to his superior that, "you cannot imagine what disorder the enlisting of servants and
apprentices has occasioned in this county [Cumberland]. Some officers have been hand-
cuffed and others shot at as they rode along." In the same year, the Committee of
Cumberland County angrily resolved:

that all apprentices and servants are the property of their masters and mistresses
and every mode of depriving such masters and mistresses of their property is a
violation of the rights of mankind.... Resolved that every officer, non-commis-
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sioned officer, and soldier or other person who has enlisted any servant or ap-
prentice the property of any inhabitant of this county to return all . .. to their
proper owner.

A year later, an "Act for compensation for masters' echoed these sentiments, asserting that
the "great number of servants and apprentices enlisted into the Continental Army' pro-
moted "the public service" while the "private interests of the masters and mistresses [were]
greatly endamaged." Much to their masters' chagrin, many rural servants were willing to
risk their lives far from home rather than continue to be treated as "property."6

Other masters were less possessive and were not above profiting from their own
servants' service. Some turned their bondsmen out as substitutes for themselves, as did
Peter Protzman's master, who substituted his Lancaster County apprentice for himself
twice. Masters sent some servants in other men's stead and apparently kept the substitu-
tion fee. George Hess of Lebanon recalled that "my master made me turn out for a person
by the name of John Adam Laddermilch as a substitute." Recruiter Adam Hubley of
Lancaster County was able to "obtai[n] ... six or seven servants ... from their masters."
Thus, many servants and apprentices had no say in whether they wanted to fight, but as
"property," they were simply sent. Their reason for joining the main army in the East was
that they were compelled to do so by virtue of their role in an unequal social power rela-
tion.7

Other men from the frontier were "recruited" by the Continental Army under slightly
dubious circumstances. Force and trickery could be used to motivate reluctant backcountry
men into service in the East. For example, a party of Continental soldiers led by Lieuten-
ant William Reynolds entered a York County tavern seeking recruits. Local resident Daniel
May refused to enlist and was promptly declared a deserter, bound, and carried off Other
recruiters were a bit more subtle, if not less treacherous. Franz Dido of York County
recalled, "when I enlisted, I was told by the recruiter that I should be sergeant of horse."
Dido soon found that he had really signed up as a private of foot. He decided to serve
despite the ruse but his twin brother, Jacob, and several other men who had enlisted with
him under the same promise quickly deserted and urged Franz to do the same.8

Other backcountry inhabitants never volunteered and served only when drafted.
Like residents of other regions and states, a significant number of Pennsylvania frontiers-
men were reluctant to fight when the war did not directly threaten the safety of their own
communities. These men served in the East simply because they had to. Pennsylvania's
militia laws allowed the payment of fines for nonassociation and the hiring of substitutes.
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Consequently, the lower and middling sorts bore the brunt of military service. When
drafted, if one lacked the funds to hire a substitute, one had to go. Backcountry soldiers
like Peter Deemer, Jacob Kehl, George Kerebs, and Samuel Snodgrass all joined the army
only when drafted in the militia. John Torrence and John Campbell had to be drafted into
the Cumberland militia to defend Philadelphia. Interestingly, their pension depositions
fail to reveal a sense of imminent danger embodied by the British invasion of their state.
Both quietly returned home while the redcoats and their auxiliaries occupied the capital.9

What did make the Pennsylvania hinterland privates' motives distinct from those of
troops from other regions was the advent of war on the northern frontier. When Indian
attacks commenced in earnest in summer 1777, the draft was increasingly necessary to get
frontier residents to fight in the East. The Revolution was now raging close to their homes
and was being carried out by their Indian and white neighbors. During this period, the
protection of Philadelphians (who never seemed to care much about the safety of the
frontier in earlier wars) was not a high priority among frontiersmen. Robert Scott volun-
teered in 1776 for the Pennsylvania Flying Camp but did not reenlist for duty in the East.
Instead, he served four tours in the frontier militia. On one, he recalled that he specifically
"enlisted to bury those killed" by Indians. John McCaslin of Cumberland County volun-
teered for the New York campaign, had to be drafted into service at Valley Forge, and
"went out as a volunteer under General Clark" twice against "troublesome" Indians. James
Morrison volunteered in 1775 and 1776 for service in the East but volunteered for two
tours in 1777 on the frontier. War in the backcountry would take precedence. Over the
course of the conflict, the number of frontier volunteers increased for Western service,
while they decreased for the main theater."

Another motivation for service in the East among frontiersmen was a desire to pro-
tect their families and farms. Pennsylvania backcountry communities were centered around
the farm and many young men served in the military in their fathers' or older brothers'
stead, especially during the harvest season. Their substitution was not motivated by boun-
ties but primarily by family concerns. By serving in place of the heads of households or
older brothers, they allowed the more experienced farmers to stay home. Young Peter
Kessler of Northampton County served as a substitute for his father during the 1778
harvest season and again the following year. Seventeen-year-old Peter Krumbine of Lancaster
County went in place of his father Leonard in 1777. Henry Ream fought at White Marsh
and Brandywine while substituting for his father. Samuel Quigley marched to the defense
of Philadelphia with the Cumberland County militia in place of his father. Andrew Ream
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substituted for his brother in 1778 as a guard for British prisoners. John McCaslin went
on a 1778 militia tour as the substitute for his "weakly and infirm" brother. Thus, these
men were protecting their own families and their livelihoods on the frontier by going to
serve in the East."

Distinct motives for protesting and avoiding service in the main theaters of opera-
tions also reveal much about how backcountry soldiers perceived the Revolution. Two
reasons emerge as conspicuous. First, few would turn out for service if it interferred with
their agricultural pursuits. Second, the outbreak of war on the frontier led to a fear of
leaving their communities unprotected. Men would not join the main army only to leave
their families and property vulnerable to their despised Indian and Tory enemies. The
frontier war was far more immediate than conventional combat in the East.

During the harvest and plowing seasons, it was not uncommon for militiamen to
fail to turn out. Also, few officials attempted to collect fines from the farmers for the
neglect of their duty. Even General William Howe's invasion of the state in 1777 could
not motivate certain hinterland men to muster. "When the enemy was in the city," the
eighth class of York County militia had "only one man turn out of the battalion and those
that stayed home got off for paying a trifle." Samuel Hunter, the Lieutenant of
Northumberland County, protested the calling out of two classes of militia to join Wash-
ington in November 1777. He argued, "I had promised the poor back inhabitants to
relieve the first class whose time is expired the sixteenth of this month, the people there are
in a bad way as they have got in no crops this fall which is very hard on them, being
generally poor." In Bedford County in September 1777, Samuel Todd was to hold elec-
tions for "field officers for the upper district" at his house, but "people in the glade had not
yet finished their harvests and could not come." Bringing in their crops was more impor-
tant than electing military leaders during wartime. In the small town of Hanover, no one
was turning out to face Howe. Richard McCollister observed of the militia, "they will not
muster . . . in some parts, they carry the matter so far as to threaten the lives of the
officers." Apparently these backcountry farmers felt that they were not threatened directly
by the British invasion of the southeastern portion of the commonwealth. The care of
their crops was more important.'2

The grumbling about having to serve in the East persisted after the British left Phila-
delphia. The Fourth Battalion of York County militia complained in 1779 that:

We are informed we must either go or pay one hundred pounds and what further
adds to our grievance to be called from home at a time when we should put our
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spring crops in the ground and if we are to stay two months out at this time of the
year, then we will be deprived of putting any fall crop in the ground.

Nor was the avoidance of service in the East restricted to those who owned land. The
recruiter John McDowell remarked on his inability to raise volunteers for the Continental
Army in Cumberland County:

I can't be answerable for the success as there is no such thing as getting men while
wages in the country are so high. Farmers are giving five pounds per month for
common ploughmen and men will not be so foolish, one in ten, as to list for fifty
percent when they earn double and stay at home.

Even rural wage laborers were more interested in pursuing their vocations than in soldier-
ing when the former was more lucrative.13

The second reason for avoiding or protesting service in the East was the commence-
ment of the frontier war. Some backcountry soldiers were incensed to find themselves
attached to Washington's Army when they were promised that their units would be used
for the protection of the frontiers. Believing that they enlisted to protect their families and
property, these men were forced to abandon all they held dear. Members of the Eighth
Pennsylvania Regiment recruited from the backcountry were angry when they received
orders to march East. Colonel George Wilson of the regiment observed, "as both the
officers and men understood they were raised for the defense of the western frontiers, [for]
their families and substance to be left in so defenseless a situation in their absence, seems
to give sensible trouble." Soldiers from the Wyoming Valley echoed this resentment:

Your petitioners in the year 1776 enlisted in Continental service . . . for the
defense of this place and the frontiers but, contrary to our expectations, were, in
a few months after our engagement, called away to join the Continental Army
under his excellency General Washington where we continued almost two years
which was so great trouble to us in leaving our families exposed to be ravaged by
the savages.

These men felt deceived into fighting with the main army when they were promised that
they were enlisted to protect their homes. Much like militia units, companies of Pennsyl-
vania Continental units were raised in a single area and maintained their regional identity
and outlook. It is not surprising then that local concerns were more important to these
regular soldiers from the frontier than the war in the East.' 4

Other frontier military units simply refused to go east. They were not about to
abandon their communities while war was raging on their own doorsteps. Samuel Hunter
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protested the calling out of the Northumberland Militia to face Howe's invasion in Sep-
tember 1777. He argued that no one would turn out because "at the present time, the
inhabitants of this county are afraid of the Indians coming down upon our frontiers." A
few months later Hunter again pleaded that, "the generality of the inhabitants do not
think it prudent to let any out of the county at this present call for the militia when the
frontiers are likely to suffer by a cruel and savage enemy." Pennsylvania President Thomas
Wharton was forced to allow the fifth class of Northumberland Militia to remain at home.
Captain Philip Shrawder of Northampton County told Pennsylvania President Joseph
Reed in 1781 that it would be difficult to raise recruits for the Continental Army because
the militia "had . .. the greatest assurance from the most respectable men of these parts
that they should not be taken off but employed for the defense of this county." Also in
Northampton County, officers of the Third Militia Battalion reported:

the companies which live on the more remote side of Blue Mountain alleged in
general as a reason of not complying [with the call for service in the East] that
they were repeatedly told that the Indians would be down upon their families
immediately and therefore would not leave them.

Thus, direct disobedience was a way in which backcountry soldiers could avoid service in
the East and prosecute what they saw as the more immediate war on the frontier.'5

THE EXPERIENCES OF BACKCOUNTRY SOLDIERS IN THE EAST
The frontier troops' ambivalence about going east is also reflected in their experi-

ences and perceptions of service in that theater. Since they did not regard this war as their
own, they pursued it with neither ardor nor hatred for their opponents. Their experiences
with the main army evince a frontier disdain for formal discipline, an awe of the spectacle
of conventional battles, and a lack of hostility toward their opponents in the British Army.

The traditional Pennsylvania backcountry distrust of central authority manifested
itself among the frontier soldiers serving with the main army. They were used to running
their own affairs when engaged in military service on the frontier and apparently expected
to do the same in the East. The Pennsylvania riflemen posted at Cambridge, Massachu-
setts thought of themselves as an elite unit of backwoodsmen that should receive special
treatment while part of the Continental Army. When several of their number were court-
martialed, they rose up in true frontier vigilante fashion and attempted to free them. Their
captain, Matthew Smith, had in fact "been a leader of the Paxton Boys," the notorious
group of colonial rioters and Indian murderers. When the riflemen's uprising was put
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down, many soldiers became so disillusioned with the discipline of the main army that
they "were now deserting to the enemy,"16

A Philadelphia area minister, Henry Muhlenberg, decried the loose discipline of the
Pennsylvania frontier militias during their stay in his neighborhood. He lamented that
they "go here and there to private homes and trouble the inhabitants for food, drink, and
lodgings." Muhlenberg compared the backcountry soldiers unfavorably with New Eng-
land soldiers who "have a good reputation; they do not curse and swear like others, nor do
they rob and steal." Apparently, the frontiersmen had little patience for the strict disci-
pline expected in the main theater.17

How Pennsylvania frontier soldiers perceived combat in the East is also instructive.
Men from the backcountry experienced the horrors of battle with British regulars, but
their reaction was usually one of awe rather than of animosity. The image of thousands of
men marching toward each other with the ostensible purpose of killing each other was
unique and unforgettable for most frontiersmen. Michael Kuhns of Northampton County,
who could not recall when he enlisted in Continental Army, remembered clearly the spec-
tacle of the Battle of Three Rivers. He cited exaggerated figures of 7000 British soldiers
engaging 5000 Americans. Simon Krysher of Berks County was at Brandywine and re-
called that, "in this battle, deponent fired so often that the barrel of his rifle was quite
hot." Jacob Kehl, a drafted militiaman, was also "at that memorable battle [Brandywine].
The battle commenced about nine A.M. and lasted until sunset." Yet the accounts seem
curiously devoid of the kind of contempt in which backcountry soldiers held their frontier
opponents.'8

Others, like John Boon of York County, were able to exploit the confusion of battle
and escape the remainder of their service in the main army. Boon (who coincidentally was
the nephew of the famous frontiersman Daniel) marched south with the Continental
Army under Gates. He found military life in the East disagreeable and remembered that,
on the march, "the army suffered much fatigue and hardship." Boon fought at the disas-
trous Battle of Camden and recollected:

He was in this battle and was among the last to retreat. He saved himself from the
pursuing enemy by fleeing through an unknown country... At length he ar-
rived at Washington Ironworks where he remained some years.... After this
dreadful defeat, the officers and soldiers with whom he served had all fled in
different directions and he did not know where to find them so as to get a dis-
charge.
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It is a bit difficult to believe that in the course of "some years," Boon was unable to locate
the Continental Army. It appears that he skillfully turned the defeat at Camden to his own
advantage and got out of his full five-year term.' 9

A third experience of the backcountry privates, their perceptions of their eastern
enemies in combat, reveals a decided lack of hostility toward their professional soldier
opponents. Much like soldiers from other regions, Pennsylvania hinterland troops spared
British and German regulars the special animosity that was reserved for their American
enemies, Tories and Indians. In many areas, such as the South, New York, and New Jersey,
European-Americans who took up arms against the Revolutionaries were more hated than
foreign regulars. In the Pennsylvania backcountry, hostile Indians and whites who sided
with them were disdained in a way that European professional soldiers never were. In
addition to the influence of local conditions, race relations on the frontier undoubtedly
played a role in the soldiers' attitudes toward the enemy. Unlike their Indian opponents,
the British and their Hessian mercenaries were white Europeans. Cumberland County
militiaman, John McCaslin's experiences vividly illustrate the frontiersmen's perception of
their enemies. While on a drafted militia tour in January 1778, McCaslin was assigned to
interdict Hessian foragers in the countryside. He recalled a memorable incident:

We approached near the house and discovered a large Hessian standing in the
yard with his gun, as a sentinel we supposed, and by a unanimous vote of the
company present it was agreed on that Major McCorman or myself, who were
good marksmen, should shoot him....we cast lots, and it fell to my lot to shoot
the Hessian. I did not like to shoot a man down in cold blood. The company
present knew I was a good marksman, and I concluded to break his thigh. I shot
with a rifle and aimed at his hip. He had a large iron tobacco box in his breeches
pocket, and I hit the box, the ball glanced, and it entered his thigh.... At length
one of the Hessians came out of the cellar with a large bottle of rum and ad-
vanced with it at arm's length as a flag of truce.20

Most remarkable about this episode is how chivalrous and humanitarian McCaslin's
response was to his Hessian enemy. Significantly, he showed no such concern for his en-
emies on the frontier. When he went out under Clark in 1782, he recalled how they
treated their Shawnee opponents: "We burnt their corn, which was gathered, and burnt as
many as seven little towns, took five Indians (women and children) prisoners, and killed
five or six warriors who were scouting about." So much for McCaslin's convictions about
"not lik[ing] to shoot a man in cold blood." He was probably able to accommodate this
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apparent contradiction by assuring himself that the Shawnee were not real men like the
Hessians.2'

Other acts of military bravado and verbal exchanges further demonstrate the lack of
animosity for eastern enemies among frontier troops. The men ofThompson's Pennsylva-
nia Rifle Battalion were chided for "continually conversing with the officers and soldiers
of the enemies." Peter Tritt of the York County militia recalled that when the British fleet
was off of Long Island, "by speaking loudly, we could converse with them." John Joseph
Henry of Lancaster County recalled how, during the campaign against Quebec, the men
he served with and the British soldiers inside the city huzzahed each other before the
battle. Similarly, Michael Graham recalled how the British were "huzzahing when they
took prisoners" during the Battle of Long Island. On the frontier, there was no conversa-
tion between enemies, no huzzahing, and little taking of prisoners. The overall perception
of the British and Hessians in the East among the Pennsylvania backcountry soldiers was
not of a bestial enemy. That image was applied to their frontier adversaries.22

Thus, common soldiers from the frontier served in the East with a pronounced lack
of enthusiasm and little disdain for their enemies. The soldiers' motivations and experi-
ences in the western war demonstrate that their Revolution was closest to home. Their
reasons for serving, perceptions of frontier enemies and the manner in which they carried
out the war in the West differed significantly from their experiences in the East.

MOTIVATIONS FOR SERVICE IN THE WEST
Pennsylvania frontier soldiers fought far more willingly in the backcountry war. On

the frontier, they served in order to protect their communities, property, and families.
They were also strongly motivated by racial animosity toward their Indian adversaries.
Third, they took up arms against local Tories in response to long-standing social and
political hostilities. Finally, they often served in the hopes of opening up a new supply of
western lands by carrying offensive operations into Indian territory. Such attitudes toward
military service contrast sharply with the backcountry soldiers' reluctance to fight in the
East.

A pronounced increase in voluntarism is noticeable for service on the frontier.
Northampton County resident Abraham Arnold, who was drafted three times for duty in
the East, volunteered twice for duty against the Indians. George Black of Cumberland
County, who had to be drafted to defend Philadelphia, enlisted for several tours as a
frontier ranger. Other backcountry soldiers like John Vandyke of Northumberland County
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never went east but volunteered every year for frontier duty until the end of the war.
Others served even longer than the duration. Westmoreland County militiaman Jacob
Deem recalled fighting the Indians over the period 1781-1795. For Deem, his Revolution
did not end with the Treaty of Paris in 1783 and he was prepared to fight on. When family,
friends, property, and prosperity were threatened, few waited to be drafted. They were
quite willing to fight for their communities, especially when they were threatened by
hostile Indian neighbors.23

Many frontier soldiers specifically recalled volunteering to assist their neighbors and
family members. They sought to insure the safety of local family farms during the impor-
tant harvest season. Communal solidarity in the face of Indian attacks was a powerful
motivation for military service. George Wertz "volunteered his services for the defense of
his fellow citizens" when Bedford County was in danger. He guarded families who sought
protection and was "scouting through the courfty and spying after the Indians and march-
ing [to] any place threatened with danger, at any time and on all occasions." Wertz also
willingly traveled to bury his neighbors who had been killed by Indians, "going upwards
of twenty-five miles to perform that task." William Campbell of Northumberland County
was candid about how he came to identify his own interest with the community at large.
He explained that he was "driven by the Indians into Fort Kelly where he volunteered his
services." Angus McCoy of Washington County recounted how "the Indians being very
troublesome on the frontier ... [and] I having no family at that time, volunteered to guard
[farmers] ... cutting and gathering their harvest in their collective capacity." Similarly,
John Dougherty recalled his motives for fighting on the frontier:

The Indians were continually committing depredations against the whites and
whenever the alarm was given (which was very frequent).... I was as willing to
go when not drafted as when I was. Some of my relations and acquaintances had
been killed by the Indians and thought it my duty at all times to assist in protect-
ing those that remained. Samuel Dougherty, a relation of mine, was killed at
Freeland's Fort. My service and readiness to fight the Indians was well known at
that time.24

Others did not even formally enlist in military units, but fought to protect their
communities anyway. Samuel Hunter of Northumberland County noted the special care
taken to protect women and children in the community:

A great many more ... will use arms in their own defense than we have enrolled
in the militia. Especially men above the age of fifty-three and under eighteen will
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do to be stationed at such little forts as they are erecting for the preservation of
women and children.

The mere act of protecting and continuing frontier agriculture could become military
service. In Bedford County, it was noted that, "small parties on our extended frontiers ...
for considerable time past have been holding their weapons with the one hand and labor-
ing with the other."25

Also, substitution for family members persisted through the frontier war. This prac-
tice in the Western conflict again underscores the importance of the preservation of the
family and the family farm. Even during times of danger, someone had to stay behind to
bring in the harvest. Younger men often went in place of relatives who were more impor-
tant in the family economy. John Kuntz headed over Blue Mountain twice as a substitute
for two of his brothers.. George Martz of Northampton County served on the frontier in
the place of his father. Robert Hunter ofWestmoreland County substituted for his father
as a scout. Angus McCoy explained that, "I volunteered and served a tour of military duty
in the room or place of my brother, William McCoy, who had charge of a family." As
noted above, Angus stressed that he had "no family at that time" of his own. He went in
order to protect the sufficiency of his brother's family.26

A second major source of motivation for backcountry soldiers was a hatred of Indi-
ans. Settlers coming to the frontier following the growth of the American white popula-
tion after 1750 were usually farmers rather than Indian traders. These new colonists were
not as sympathetic to Indians as the traders and were less likely to live among or even close
to Indians. Violence and racism resulted. Deriving from years of bitter interracial war on
the Pennsylvania frontier that extended back to the French and Indian War, hostility often
ran deep. Robert Scott recalled how his "father and family were banished by the Indians
and driven to Bucks County where we lived for many years, returning to our farm in the
county of Northampton in the year 1772." Similarly, Archibald Loudon, a Cumberland
County soldier, noted that "after Braddock's defeat by the Indians, they began to murder
the inhabitants in Sherman's Valley where we lived so that we fled." Like Scott, Loudon
and his family left behind their own farm and were forced to work other people's land
while the Indians and whites fought. These experiences of dislocation and violence were
not easily forgotten and it comes as little surprise to learn that both men subsequently
volunteered for frontier duty during the Revolution. Scott proudly declared, "I got no pay
for my services, nor asked for any compensations." 27

The recurring terms of "savage" and "barbarities" are indicative of the way backcountry
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inhabitants perceived Indians. The Fourth Battalion of Northampton militia declared,
"we are now (on] the frontier against a cruel enemy, the Indians." John Struthers, a Wash-
ington County soldier, described his "pursuit of the savages who had committed . . .
barbarities." Soldiers from the Wyoming region angrily related how "the savages ... made
incursions and in a most barbarous and inhuman manner killed numbers of our parents
and friends and destroyed all our effects." Thomas Hartley noted that, "the barbarians
have frequently appeared in open ground." Most frontiersmen were only too glad to take
up arms against these people whose culture they considered to be the antithesis of their
own.28

The racial hatred of the Indians by the frontier inhabitants was so intense that it
even made Continental officers in the region uneasy. A frustrated Colonel Daniel Brodhead
was unable to procure supplies for his Indian allies because "so violent are the prejudices
against the Indians . . . [among] the people in the back counties." Even though most
Eastern Indians allied with the British during the war, some nations and small groups
aligned with the Revolutionaries or attempted to maintain neutrality. As Brodhead's ac-
count reveals, many hinterland residents refused to distinguish between belligerent and
nonbelligerent Indians. Later, when the Treaty of Paris formally ended hostilities between
the Americans and the British, General William Irvine lamented that the Indians were still
fighting and went on to assert:

I presume this conduct will give force to a temper already pretty prevalent among
the back settlers, never to make peace with the Indians; and, indeed, I am almost
persuaded it will be next to impossible to insure peace with them till the whole of
the western tribes are driven over the Mississippi and lakes, entirely beyond Ameri-
can lines.

Such strong feelings against the Indians was one of the primary motives for the backcountry
soldiers' participation in the Revolution. Unfortunately, Irvine's prediction proved remark-
ably prescient. 29

A third motive was a desire to secure a supply of open land. As Irvine's comments on
the frontiersmen suggest, this process naturally would entail the removal of the Indian
inhabitants of the region. Thus, fighting in the West held up a dual promise to the
backcountry soldiers: the removal of Indians and new land for settlement. Adam Hubley
of Lancaster County could not help but notice the fine agricultural potential of the In-
dian lands on the upper Susquehanna while he was on Sullivan's Expedition. He has ex-
tensive entries in his journal which describe the "excellent rich soil, abounding with large
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timber of all kinds" and the "abundance of grass, soil excessively rich." Also, certain mem-
bers of the Eighth Pennsylvania Regiment in the western department seemed to be staking
out claims on the land for later use. Their officers chastised the men who "presumed to
mark trees in the woods with initial letters and their names at large, thereby giv[ing] great
uneasiness to our good friends and allies, the Delaware Nation."30

The frontier soldiers' land hunger was even considered for use by the Pennsylvania
government as a military strategy. The Supreme Executive Council informed Irvine that:

It has been suggested to the General Assembly the best and perhaps [easiest]
means of protecting the frontiers, will be found in the invasion of the Indian
country.... Perhaps the disposition of the people of Westmoreland County to
emigrate into the Indians' country may be diverted and applied to this end.31

At other times, the backcountry soldiers' motives for aggrandizing more land for
settlement conflicted with the goals of the central government. William Irvine approved a
Pennsylvania militia expedition on the Indian town of Sandusky,

on the express conditions that they did not mean to extend their settlement, nor
had anything in view but to harass the enemy, with an intention to protect the
frontier, and that any conquests they might make should be in behalf and for the
United States.

Later, Irvine was disturbed by ideas among some of the backcountry inhabitants to form a
new state west of Pennsylvania. The general feared that "a great majority have no other
views than to acquire lands." Thus, land covetousness provided a strong incentive for
backcountry men to participate in the Revolution in the West.32

A fourth motivation among backcountry soldiers was related to prewar social and
political animosities that determined who took which side in the Revolution. These men
took up arms on behalf of the Revolutionaries or the crown often on the basis of their
peculiar regional situations. Anne M. Ousterhout in her study of resistance to the Revolu-
tion in Pennsylvania found that, on the frontier, people were most likely to support the
side that coincided with their interests. In the Wyoming Valley, those who supported the
Pennsylvania claim to the region became identified as Tories while Connecticut settlers
were considered Patriots. Similarly, in the southwest region of the commonwealth, over
which both Virginia and Pennsylvania laid claim, people sympathetic to Virginia often
became Tories while Pennsylvanians were more likely to be Patriots. Other frontier resi-
dents were simply hostile to any government that attempted to impose its jurisdiction
over them. Ousterhout rightly notes that in this regional context, the term "loyalist" is
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inappropriate. She argues that, "if we define Revolutionary dissent in terms of 'disaffec-
tion with' rather than 'loyalty to,' the point of attention shifts from England to the colo-
nies themselves." The motivations for becoming or fighting Tories on the Pennsylvania
frontier were more closely related to the local situation than to the issue of national inde-
pendence. 33

Officers noted the difficulty of maintaining a united frontier defense in the face of
rival factions who sought to control the land. James Marshall informed the Pennsylvania
government of his great difficulty in recruiting men for the Washington County militia in
the face of interference of those favoring the Virginia claim. Similarly, the Continental
commander of the Western Department, Colonel Daniel Brodhead, warned in 1781, "it
seems the state of Virginia is now preparing to acquire more extensive territory by landing
a great body of men." Connecticut settler, Nathan Denison, complained that, in the wake
of the July 1778 Pro-Pennsylvania claim "Tory" and Indian attack on Wyoming, "there are
numbers of people in this state [who] desire to take the advantage of our distressed situa-
tion to get possession of our settlement." These conflicts between so-called Loyalists and
Revolutionaries in the commonwealth's backcountry were often a contest over which group
of settlers would control the land.34

Thus, a strong desire to protect their families and communities, racial animosity
toward Indians, a desire to secure a new source of open land, and local grievances with
those perceived as Tories formed the core of the backcountry soldiers' motivations for
fighting in the West. With an understanding of their motives , the frontier troops' experi-
ences in the western campaigns are more comprehensible. Given the racial hatred of their
Indian foes, it is little wonder that the frontier conflict was an incredibly bloody affair.
Also, a desire to secure land and eliminate any possible threat to the backcountry commu-
nities helped ensure that the war would be total. That is, the soldiers not only sought to
defeat their adversaries in combat, but also to destroy their villages, families, and take the
land that they used. The salient experiences, then, of Pennsylvania backcountry soldiers in
the frontier conflict were total war, extreme violence, and strong hostility toward their
opponents.

THE EXPERIENCES OF BACKCOUNTRY SOLDIERS IN THE WEST
Indians were not the only practitioners of total war and terror on the frontier. Both

sides sought to wipe out the social infrastructure of the other. The frontier war was a life
and death struggle between two cultures that left few residents of the Pennsylvania
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backcountry untouched. Interestingly, the conflict was also an event of cultural creation in
which Native and European Americans developed a common irregular style of war that
was often fueled by a desire for revenge for the deaths of neighbors or relatives. The result
was brutal hit and run skirmishes between frontier inhabitants in which all residents were
seen as combatants. Additionally, the enemys property and livelihoods were seen as valid
targets. Peter Mancall asserts that, during the Revolution, "troops invading the
[Susquehanna] valley all shared the goal of destroying the local economy." This was the
case throughout most of the Pennsylvania backcountry during the war. The irony of the
frontier war was that, although backcountry white soldiers often viewed their Indian op-
ponents as subhuman, both groups conducted the conflict in a very similar manner.35

For instance, the destruction of towns and crops was ardently pursued by both sides.
Despite the frontiersmen's condemnation of the actions of Indians against white commu-
nities and property, the former group practiced the same tactics. Joseph Keefer, a "regular
soldier" from Northumberland County recalled having "a skirmish with Indians and burnt
and destroyed their town." John McCaslin, the Cumberland County militiaman who
could not bring himself to kill the Hessian forager, "burnt their [the Indians'] corn ... and
burnt as many as seven little towns." George Wertz of Bedford County recalled burning
three Indian towns and "destroy[ing] 350 acres of corn."36

The war in the West was also one waged without mercy. Since many Indians and
whites were fighting to destroy each others' communities, they made few distinctions
between soldiers and civilians. Furthermore, neither side was much interested in taking
prisoners among combatants. In fact, white soldiers were far less apt to take captives than
Indian warriors. Backcountry whites saw scant utility in capturing and caring for hostile
Indians. In contrast, Native Americans had a long tradition of taking prisoners among
whites either to adopt into their villages or to trade to European allies in exchange for
goods. Nevertheless, Indians often killed or tortured civilians and wounded soldiers. Ac-
counts of Indians murders of women and children are well known; what is less familiar is
how whites also pressed a campaign of terror and murder. The Westmoreland County
militia in 1778 conducted its "Squaw Campaign" in which they killed four women, a
man, and a young boy. Samuel Murphy recollected how on this campaign "a small boy
was out with a gun shooting birds was discovered and killed, and several claimed the
honor." Murphy also recalled that:

An old Dutchman scalped the squaw that had been killed and put the scalp in his
wallet with his provisions, and in swimming a stream on return the Dutchman
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lost his wallet and exclaimed pathetically, 'O, I loss my prosock and my sculp
[sic].' This was long a byword with the troops.37

William Irvine described the "Gnadenhutten Affair" of 1782 in which a backcountry
militia massacred unarmed Moravian Delaware Indians: "About 300 [militiamen] ...
found about ninety men, women, and children, all of whom they put to death, it is said,
after cool deliberation." Even George Washington was struck by the violence on the Penn-
sylvania frontier. Considering the Indians' treatment of captives from the Sandusky Expe-
dition, he advised Irvine that:

No other than the extremest [sic] tortures that could be inflicted by the savages,
I think, could have been expected by those unhappy enough to fall into their
hands; especially under the present exasperation of their minds, for the treatment
given their Moravian friends. For this reason, no persons, I think, should at this
time submit themselves to fall alive into the hands of the Indians.

Unlike the war in the East, the frontier had no true civilians and no quarter was expected
by those who were captured. Peter Keister was right about the nature of the backcountry
war: "it was an arduous service marked by individual murders and burnings."38

The extreme violence experienced by backcountry soldiers was related to the nature
of total war on the frontier. Men serving in the West witnessed scenes of horror that few
could have imagined in the East. Lieutenant Erkuries Beatty, a regular officer on Sullivan's
Expedition against the Iroquois in 1779, was horrified when he found the body of a
Lieutenant Boyd, who had fallen into enemy Indian hands. Beatty noted in excruciating
detail how Boyd's "head [was] entirely taken off and eyes pushed out ... [his] privates was
nearly cut out and hanging down ... dogs eaten part of his shoulder." Simon Krysher
witnessed Indians shoot "through the ear" of his captain and scalp one of his comrades in
a skirmish.39

Again, such acts of violence were not confined to Indians. Backcountry soldiers also
committed atrocities. Samuel Hunter described in 1780 how "there have been several
parties [who have] made attempts to get scalps" sent out from the white settlements in
Northumberland County. John Lerner of Northampton County was unable to gather his
war trophy during a skirmish with some Indians. He "immediately fired and shot him [an
Indian] through the head, but dared not venture to scalp him at that time." A 1781
expedition against the Delawares resulted in the murder of prisoners and an Indian peace
emissary. Lieutenant William Barton, a regular officer on Sullivan's Exposition, noted how
Continental soldiers were just as capable as the militia of carrying out atrocities:
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At the request of Major Piatt, sent out a small party to look for some of the dead
Indians-returned without finding them. Toward noon they found them and
skinned two of them from their hips down for boot legs; one pair for the Major
and the other for myself.40

The ways in which the soldiers faced their opponents demonstrates that they were
more apt to kill first and ask questions later. These attitudes embody a conviction among
many backcountry soldiers that the only good Indian was a dead one. It also further
illustrates how the rules of war, utilized against the British in the East, were of little use in
the struggle for survival on the frontier. For example, soldiers in the Pittsburgh garrison
serving in the Eighth Pennsylvania, a Continental regiment raised chiefly in Westmoreland
and Bedford Counties, apparently did not bother to differentiate between hostile, friendly,
or neutral Indians. Officers reported to the men that, "the commandant [has] received
information that some person maliciously fired a gun at one of the friendly Delaware as he
was swimming over the river Allegheny, within sight of the fort." Other units carried out
deadly search and destroy missions. William Campbell ofWestmoreland County explained
how his patrol "discovered a light, three of us went to see what it was and found four
Indians encamped; we fall on them and killed them all without firing a shot, they being
asleep." Similarly, James Hutson, another Westmoreland County militiaman, recalled how
he and his comrades "espied the Indians kindling a fire . . . then retired . . . and stayed
there until they ... would be in their first sleep." Hutson's company planned to "surround
the Indians and tomahawk them without giving any alarm." One militiaman used his gun
and Hutson lamented that "one [Indian] made his escape."41

Given the total nature of the frontier war and the horrible violence it engendered, it
is not surprising that backcountry soldiers displayed more hostility toward their oppo-
nents in the West. In addition to the extremities of combat, the frontier inhabitants'
racist attitudes toward Indians also shaped how the troops perceived their enemies. The
resulting image was a subhuman, savage enemy who had to be destroyed. The perspective
of the Fourth Battalion of Northampton militia was common. They declared their Indian
adversaries to be "a cruel enemy." John Dougherty and his frontier soldier comrades sought
to locate their enemies' "haunts" (typically, rangers like Dougherty refused to believe Indi-
ans were human enough to have homes) and "deflect their intended cruelties in any way
we could." Peter Keister noted how "the Indians lurked around but never attacked" in
what the white soldier considered to be true, manly fashion. These soldiers' accounts illus-
trate how language can represent perceptions of the enemy. White Revolutionaries per-
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formed scoutng and *defidd the fiontie while Indians lurked' and were kiing
white people wherever they could find them.' One of the most interestng exmples of
how common soldiers peaeived their Indian opponents as something lss than low
human beings is John Dakeys account of how he and Daniel Bean, both of shingina
County, served their county Daley explained how they wer 'with partes that were hunting
the Indians.3 His raaism is betrayed in his use of metaphom Indians were hunted down
like animals according to the vetean. One can hardly imagi Daley explaining that he
was with the Continental Army 'hunting' the BritisL42

A second illustration of the vehement hostility that backountry soldiers held for
their Indian opponents is anger ova the killing of fdends, fmiln* and the disruption of
their communities. This exerience in the western war was an intensely personal one.
Although a war driven by a desire for vengeance over the killing of friends and neighbors
was something white soldiers and Indian warriors had in common, it became the bass of
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much of the former group's racial hatred for all Indians. In the eyes of many frontier
inhabitants, Indian warriors were seen as subhuman murderers, even though, as we have
seen, white troops carried out the war in much the same manner. The backcountry patri-
ots often held all Native Americans responsible for attacks on their homes. Significantly,
many backcountry soldiers applying for pensions as late as fifty years after the Revolution,
recall individual deaths and incidents in remarkable detail. The horror of watching friends
and family die in the frontier war was burned into their memories. Apparently, they could
neither forgive nor forget the deeds of their enemies. Andrew Dougherty recalled how just
before he left for a drafted militia tour on the frontier,

my father and brother were taking the horses to pasture when I heard them shout-
ing and looking around. I saw a number of Indians ... I took my sister (who was
about two years old) in my arms and ran into the woods. The Indians followed
me and shot me."

Dougherty witnessed the Indians kill his brother Robert and his young sister. He was
taken prisoner to the British at Niagara. When Dougherty returned to Westmoreland
County, he enlisted in the militia at Fort Ligonier until the end of the war.43

The memories of soldiers for details and names of those killed by the Indians indi-
cate how close the frontier war was to their hearts. The "individual murders" committed
by their "cruel" opponents enraged the frontiersmen. Peter Keister recalled that among his
neighbors in Northumberland County,

Michael Lamb, John Ebby, John Clinesmith[?], and Jacob Beekle were killed by
the Indians. John Stomilch[?] and his wife were murdered on their farm ... they
were tomahawked and scalped and the old man had seven stab [wounds]. He
[Keister] helped to bury them.

Similarly, John Dougherty's recollection of names and details is impressive. He explained
how:

we buried a man of the name of Craft who had been killed by the Indians....
Many other persons were killed about this time by the Indians. Captain Brady
(with whom I was well acquainted) was killed at Wolf Run. Ned Lee, the sergeant
of Captain Robinson's Company was killed. Two men of the name of Criswell
were also killed at Bosleys Fort. Captain Boon who I knew well was killed with
many of his men at Freeland's Fort. Nathaniel Smith was killed at that time. I
helped to bury the dead after the taking of this fort.

It is little wonder that men like Keister and Dougherty were more interested in pursuing
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the killers of their friends and neighbors than in fighting the British Army in the East."
Another aspect of the soldiers' war in the West that indicates that the enemy was

more hated than in the East was the tendency to note carefully casualties in engagements
with the Indians. This running "body count" suggests that the number of Indians killed
was far more important to the backcountry soldiers than the number of redcoats killed.
James Piper of Westmoreland County remembered killing at least twenty-three Indians
during engagements in 1779. William Campbell proudly recalled killing twelve Indians.
James Hutson gave similar accounts of the exact number of Indians killed in skirmishes in
which he participated. 45

Finally, it is interesting to explore how notions of race played into hostility toward
Tories on the frontier. Since the hinterland disaffected who actually took up arms against
the Revolutionaries often ran away to join the Indians rather than the main British army,
they were seen in a unique light. People from the backcountry perceived these Tories not
only to be traitors to their country but also traitors to their race. This status was odious
indeed. Here were white men rejecting "civilization" to live and fight with "savages." To
side with the archenemies of the frontier inhabitants and to kill former neighbors, family,
and friends, was enough to earn these Tories the undying enmity of the backcountry.

A newspaper account of the Tory and Indian attack on Wyoming illustrates how
race complicated the status of the disaffected. It noted that "many of the Tories belonging
to the state of Pennsylvania and a number of canoes with families from that state went
about this time to settle among the Indians." Thus, Pennamites were seen as rejecting
"civilized" society and taking up arms with Indians against the Connecticut settlers. The
account implied that joining the Indians turned these Tories into fratricidal "savages." It
reported, "Thomas Hill (whose father was killed by the Indians last Indian war) with his
own hands killed his own mother, his father in law, his sisters, and their families." Also, it
was noted that "Partial Terry ... with his own hands murdered his father, mother, broth-
ers, and sisters, stripped off their scalps and severed his father's head." While these ac-
counts may or may not have been exaggerated for propaganda purposes, the symbolism is
clear. Siding with the Indians was seen as a rejection of one's race.46

A survivor of the ill-fated Sandusky Expedition, undertaken by Pennsylvania
backcountry militia, evinced a similar view of the Tories involved as traitors to both coun-
try and race. Dr. Knight described in horrifying detail the torture of Colonel Crawford,
the leader of the mission. Knight displayed a special animosity toward Simon Girty, the
Tory who fought with the Indians. Knight noted how, during the torture, Crawford,
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called to Simon Girty and begged of him to shoot him; but Girty making no
answer he called to him again. Girty then, by way of derision, told the Colonel he
had no gun, at the same time turning about to an Indian who was behind him,
laughed heartily, and by all his gestures seemed delighted at the horrid scene.

Knight expected that little mercy would be shown by the Indians, but Girty's behavior was
another matter. He was a white man acting like a "savage." Girty is a far more heinous
villain in Knight's narrative than any Indian.4 7

Thus, the motivations and experiences in the frontier war were more immediate to
the backcountry soldiers than those in the main theater. Racial hostility toward Indians
coupled with a desire to protect and expand their family farms formed the essence of the
soldiers' Revolution on the Pennsylvania frontier. The hinterland rank and file went east
usually because they had little choice. They displayed animation in their pursuit of the war
in the West and a decided indifference to the main theaters of operations. The soldiers'
Revolution was forged in the crucible of frontier life and was only loosely related to the
national struggle for independence.

The unique character of the war fought by Pennsylvania backcountry soldiers sug-
gests that the experience of the American Revolution varied regionally and among social
groups. An understanding of local conditions goes a long way in explaining why and how
men fought. Economic and ideological motives did not exist in isolation. To comprehend
fully soldiers' reasons for risking their lives in war, one must examine the regional social
and cultural context from which these men came. Pennsylvania frontiersmen were most
concerned with protecting the interests of their families and communities. The locus of
their patriotism was their localism. The Revolution on the northern frontier was different
than the ones experienced by the Philadelphia militia, Concord minutemen, southern
soldiers, or Continental Army officers with the main armies. Additionally, a focus on all
soldiers from a given area reveals patterns of common motivations and experiences that
transcend the conventional Continental regular versus militia dichotomy. Thus, there was
no single Revolution, but rather many. It was fought by groups of people, each with their
own distinctive ambitions and expectations.

Finally, this essay seeks, above all, to underscore the importance of taking the voices
of common soldiers seriously. In light of the emphasis on understanding the Revolution
from the "bottom up," historians can no longer afford to ignore the aspirations and ac-
tions of such a significant group of participants. We can not hope to comprehend the
meaning of the Revolutionary War without considering what it meant to those who car-
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nied it out. To make better sense of the conflict, this study has looked beyond muster roles
and officers' diaries to what lower and middling ciass soldiers themselves said and did. The
result is a new understanding of the meaning of the American Revolution. The war was
not fought by men interested only in individual material gain offered by military service.
Nor were soldiers' ideas about the conflict mere variations of those of their officers. Rather,
common soldiers conducted a Revolution that was integrally related to their distinctive
notions concerning community, family, and what the war was about. An analysis of these
soldiers' Revolution offers a window into what the conflict meant to the lower orders of
Early American society. Their expectations and experiences contributed to the complex-
ion of the republic that they helped to found. Unfortunately, the most enduring contribu-
tion of the backcountry soldiers would be their violent racism and expansionist ambi-
tions. Yet, they also evinced a healthy disrespect for authority and a commitment to com-
munity. Their Revolution left an important, if not always positive, legacy.48
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tives of common people. The files are problemati-
cal for several reasons. First and most obviously, the
accounts are retrospective. Veterans gave their depo-
sitions between about forty and fifty years after the
Revolution. Second, the applications were mediated
by the courts who heard and recorded the deposi-
tions.

I have attempted to interpret these sources cau-
tiously. Certainly, these files are as much documents
of the early nineteenth century as they are of the
late eighteenth. Therefore, I have endeavored to
focus on the personal motives and experiences of
the soldiers that seem least colored by the nineteenth
century collective memory of the Revolution and,
where possible, to corroborate my conclusions with
supporting evidence from Revolutionary-era
sources. Also, I recognize that the memories of men
in their seventies and eighties might well be faulty.
Yet it seems that A. T. Welford in Aging and Hu-
man Skill (Westport, Conn., 1973) is generally cor-
rect to point out that many older people "remem-
ber well events which occurred many years before
even though they are forgetful of more recent hap-
penings" (229-230). These veterans' memories of
certain details appear to have deteriorated while their
memories of the larger general framework of events
stays intact. Many applicants did indeed forget the
more mundane details of their service such as the
date they enlisted or the first names of their junior
officers. Yet, their descriptions of certain experiences
are often remarkably vivid. Often a single anecdote

is recalled in minute detail, which infers it was the
most meaningful memory of the soldier. Here, it
seems, historians stand the best chance of recover-
ing the meaning of the Revolution to these veter-
ans.

Additionally, a possibility exists that the memory
of Revolutionary War service might be refashioned
over time (consciously or unconsciously) in order
to eliminate unpleasant aspects. The prospect of re-
vision occurring would seem to be increased by the
presence of the court hearing the deposition. Un-
doubtedly, this kind of "editing" happened. Yet it
also seems that many of the depositions were quite
candid. Paul Thompson in The Voice of the Past:
Oral History (New York, 1978) describes a process
called "life review-the desire to remember," which
entails "a special candor which goes with a feeling
that life is over, achievement is complete" (112-116).
Many elderly veterans were engaged in a "life re-
view" of one of the most important parts of their
lives. A number recount embarrassing experiences.
Others were willing to share detailed stories of the
Revolution which were not necessary for the
completion of their applications. In general, it ap-
pears that the majority of the deponents were rea-
sonably honest about their service as long as it did
not endanger their chances of being granted a pen-
sion. For the 1818 pension act, all former Conti-
nental soldiers who could prove that they served
and needed financial assistance qualified. The more
liberal 1832 act provided pensions for anyone who
could demonstrate that they served at least six
months in any military unit, including militia, rang-
ers, etc. The only real requirements for these appli-
cants were to either produce documentation of ser-
vice or to state their unit, officers, how, where, and
when they entered the military, and to name any
battles in which they participated (Dann, The Revo-
lution Remembered, xv-xvii). Stories offered by vet-
erans above and beyond the necessary criteria for a
successful application were apparently important
memories about the Revolution that the old sol-
diers felt compelled to share.
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